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details alongside with methodology for CN creation and
first visualizations are given in following two sections.
Afterwards the conclusions are presented.

ABSTRACT

PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

In this study it is presented a summarization of our
research of possible ways of creating of complex
networks from the inner dynamics of Swarm
Intelligence based algorithms. The particle swarm
optimization algorithm and the firefly algorithm are
studied in this paper. Several methods of complex
network creation are proposed and discussed alongside
with possibilities for future research and application.

The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) is
the evolutionary optimization algorithm based on the
natural behavior of bird and fish swarms and was firstly
introduced by R. Eberhart and J. Kennedy in 1995
(Kennedy, Eberhart 1995). PSO proved itself to be able
to find better solutions for many optimization problems.
In the PSO algorithm the particles move trough the
multidimensional space of possible solutions. The new
position of the particle in the next iteration is then
obtained as a sum of actual position and velocity. The
velocity calculation follows two natural tendencies of
the particle: To move to the best solution found so far
by the particular particle (known in the literature as
personal best: pBest or local best: lBest). And to move
to the overall best solution found in the swarm or
defined sub-swarm (known as global best: gBest)..

INTRODUCTION
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Kennedy,
Eberhart 1995, Shi, Eberhart, 1998, Kennedy 1997,
Nickabadi et al., 2011) and Firefly algorithm (Yang,
2008, 2009, 2013, Tilahun, 2012) are among the most
prominent members of Swarm Intelligence based
algorithms.
These
evolutionary
computational
techniques (ECTs) are in recent years in the center of
interest of the research community. Recently the links
between ECTs and complex networks (CNs) has been
studied (Zelinka 2011a, 2011b, 2013).
In this study it is presented the possibilities of
successful CNs creation from two swarm algorithms.
Despite that the algorithms do differ the created
networks seem to share similarities and in future various
statistical methods may be used in order to gather
information about the otherwise hidden inner dynamic
of the swarm algorithms. The complex networks have
many unique attributes that may help to understand and
analyze the inner dynamic of Swarm algorithms. The
goal is to use gathered knowledge to improve the
performance of the optimization method. The usefulness
of such approach was already shown in (Davendra,
2014a, 2014b).
In this study a methodology for complex network
creation for PSO and Firefly Algorithm is presented.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In the next
section the PSO algorithm is described. Following is the
description of Firefly Algorithm. The experimental
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In the original PSO the new position of particle is
altered by the velocity given by Eq. 1:

vijt +1 = w ⋅ vijt + c1 ⋅ Rand ⋅ ( pBest ij − xijt )
+ c 2 ⋅ Rand ⋅ ( gBest j − xijt )

(1)

Where:
vit+1 - New velocity of the ith particle in iteration t+1.
w – Inertia weight value.
vit - Current velocity of the ith particle in iteration t.
c1, c2 - Priority factors (set to the typical value = 2 ).
pBesti – Local (personal) best solution found by the ith
particle.
gBest - Best solution found in a population.
xijt - Current position of the ith particle (component j of
the dimension D) in iteration t.
Rand – Pseudo random number, interval (0, 1). The
chaotic pseudo-random number generator is applied
here.
The maximum velocity of particles in the PSO is
typically limited to 0.2 times the range of the
optimization problem and this pattern was followed in

this study. The new position of a particle is then given by
Eq. 2, where xit+1 is the new particle position:

2.
3.

xit +1 = xit + vit +1

(2)

Finally the linear decreasing inertia weight (Nickabadi
et al., 2011). is used in the PSO here. Its purpose is to
slow the particles over time thus to improve the local
search capability in the later phase of the optimization.
The inertia weight has two control parameters wstart and
wend. A new w for each iteration is given by Eq. 3,
where t stands for current iteration number and n stands
for the total number of iterations.

w = wstart −

((wstart − wend )⋅ t )

(3)

n

FIREFLY ALGORITHM
Firefly algorithm was first presented by Xin-She Yang
in at Cambridge University (Yang, 2008, 2009). FA is
based on simplified behavior of fireflies in night.
Following rules were established to describe mentioned
behavior (Yang, 2008, 2009, 2013, Tilahun, 2012):
1.
2.

3.

All fireflies are unisex so that fireflies will
attract each other regardless of their sex.
The attractiveness is proportional to the
brightness, and they both decrease as their
distance increases. This means that for any two
flashing fireflies, the less bright one will move
towards the brighter one. Firefly will move
randomly if there is no brighter one.
The brightness of a firefly is determined by the
landscape of the objective function.

Firefly’s attractiveness is determined by its light
intensity, which is proportional to the encoded objective
function. The brightness I(r) varies with the distance r
monotonically and exponentially Eq. 4. That is,

I (r ) =

I0
1 + λr 2

,

(4)

,where I0 is the initial brightness and λ is the light
absorption coefficient. Similarly, the attractiveness of a
firefly can be defined using following formula Eq. 5:

A(r ) =

A0
1 + λr 2

,

(5)

,where A0 is the initial attractiveness.
If a firefly located at ́
́ , ́ , … , ́ is brighter than
, ,…
, the firefly located
firefly located at
at will move towards one located at ́ .
The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1.

Generate a random solution set

,

,…

.

4.
5.

Compute intensity
for each
, ,…
member of solution set.
Move firefly towards other brighter firefly if
possible, move it randomly if not.
Update solution set.
If a termination criterion is fulfilled terminate
algorithm. Otherwise go to step 2.

PSO EXPERIMENTS
During the experiments several different ways of
complex network creation and visualization were tested.
The goal was to capture the inner dynamics of swarm
algorithms in a sufficient detail but in a network of
appropriate size for further processing.
In the first experiment the PSO with typical defaults
setting was used to optimize the commonly used
Schwefel’s benchmark function for 100 iterations with
population size set to 30.
In this experiment the main interest was in the
communications that leads to population quality
improvement. Therefore only communication leading to
improvement of the particles personal best (pBest) was
tracked. The link was created between the particle that
has improved and particle that triggered the current
gBest’s update.
In Figure 1 the created complex network is visualized.
Nodes of similar color represent particles with same ID
during different iterations. All links are from particle
that triggered gBest update to particle that has improved
based on that gBest.
In Figure 2 a zoomed partial view of the network is
presented. It is possible to clearly see the density of the
network and links of various lengths.
Close look on a single cluster in the network is
presented in Figure. 3. The numbers in nodes represent
a code for a particle ID and current iteration. That way it
is possible to track exactly the development of the
network and the communication that happens within the
swarm. On this example cluster it can be observed a
single gBest update led to improvement of multiple
particles in different iterations.
A different visualization method was used in Figure. 4
where a smaller network is depicted. Both networks
share many similarities.

Figure 3: PSO dynamic as complex network– close view
Figure 1: PSO dynamic as complex network – complete view

Figure 4: PSO dynamic as complex network – swarm of size
10 running for 10 iterations. Nodes with same color belong to
same iteration.

Figure 2: PSO dynamic as complex network – partial view

FIREFLY EXPERIMENTS
In the second experiment the firefly algorithm was used.
The algorithm optimized Schwefel’s benchmark
function for 100 iterations with population of size 30.
In the process of creation of the network every firefly
was visualized as a node. Connection between nodes is
plotted for every successful interaction between
fireflies. Successful interaction is defined as such
interaction where one of the individuals gets improved.
In the case of FA it is when firefly flies towards another
and improves own brightness. This leads to network
presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Duplicate
connections were omitted from the network in the sake
of clarity.

Because across multiple iterations off algorithm thhere
may be multiple
m
connections betw
ween nodes the
connections were weighted in this deesign. If theree is
connection between
b
the firefly
f
A and B it starts with
w
weight 1. If
I in another iteration there
t
is anotther
successful innteraction betw
ween the fireffly A and B, new
n
connection iss not created but the weighht of the existting
connection iss incrementedd by 1. At the end of evoluttion
the weight iss normalized. If the firefly gets improvedd in
all iterations,, at the end off the evolutionn their connecttion
will have weight
w
1. If it
i never getss improved thheir
connection will
w have weigght 0.

Figure 7: Time capturin
ng oriented neetwork

Figure 5: Bassic weighted orriented networkk for populationn of
size 30 afteer 100 iterationss.
Figure 8: Timee capturing orieented network with
w visually
en
ncoded iterationn order (Red: itteration 1, Blue: iteration 10)

Figure 6: Bassic weighted orriented networkk for populationn of
size 30 after 100 iterations with
w visually highlighted weighhts
w
Grey: 0.3
0 < weight < 0.7,
0 Red: weighht <
(Blue: 0.7 < weight,
0.3).

Finally, evenn though prevvious network yield interestting
information, its size is lim
mited by the siize of populatiion.
This may not
n be favoraable for all tools of netw
work
analysis. In the
t extended model
m
(Figuree 7 – 9) nodes are
not created by fireflies alone
a
but by fireflies and the
iteration in which
w
they were
w
created. This way evvery
firefly will get
g representedd up to numbeer of times thaat is
equal to the number of iteerations. Becaause of this thhere
cannot be muultiple connecctions betweenn same nodess, so
the weights become
b
unneccessary.

Figure 9: Time capturing
c
orientted network witth highlighted
iteration 0 and 10.

ONCLUSION
N
CO
In this study seeveral compleex networks were createdd
fro
om Swarm Intelligence based algo
orithms andd
anaalyzed. The goal is to ccapture the hidden innerr
dyn
namics of sw
warm algorithm
ms. The inforrmation basedd
on the complex network
n
analyysis may be ussed in variouss
adaaptive approaches. The com
mplex network
ks may provee
a very
v
beneficiaal tool for cappturing the in
nner dynamicss

of swarm algorithms. The future research will shift the
focus from creating the networks to implement various
analytic and statistical tools and further to impellent
adaptive mechanisms in order to improve the
performance of the optimization algorithm
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